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Focus and class content

This class considers how investors’ disagreement is used to explain facts in financial
economics and reflects on ways it may be used in future research. Disagreement is often
considered as resulting from divergences in learning outcomes, whether information is
processed rationally or with some bias. The emphasis is placed on recent contributions
in this area with new ways of addressing old economic questions, and discussing new
economic questions that could be addressed with a modification of these frameworks.
The idea is to complement existing SFI classes in information economics (e.g., “Infor-
mation and financial markets” and “Information and asset pricing” taught, respectively,
by Antonio Mele and Pierre Collin Dufresne) by moving away from canonical theories.

In preample the class discusses ways in which researchers measure disagreement empir-
ically, and highlights open questions in this area, e.g., the concept of “co-beliefs” based
on my own research and how it can be used in future research. The class goes on to
review recent, theoretical models that can be categorized into 4 groups (and that give
the class a natural structure): in a Bayesian context investors may disagree because 1.
they have different priors (they “agree to disagree”) or 2. because they have different
information sets (or both), and this may take place in a a. static or b. dynamic con-
text. The distinction between 1. and 2. is whether prices have informational content.
Regarding a. and b. certain insights do not arise in a static framework. For instance,
consider a model in which investors have information that others do not (2.) and are
never able to infer assets’ payoffs entirely. When investors can only trade once (a.) prices
reveal as much information as can be justified by Bayes’ rule, whereas if investors can
trade multiple times (b.) they do not, indicating that the distinction between a. and
b. is economically important. Another example is sequential information acquisition:
in a static context information is acquired when uncertainty is greatest, whereas in a
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dynamic context information is purchased when an action of high value but high risk is
about to be taken.

The table below summarizes the articles and topics discussed in each of the four parts
of the class. Part a. and b. each starts with a recap on relevant concepts in Bayesian
updating that we use in class. I take this opportunity to illustrate non-mainstream
applications of learning in finance, such as the “too good to be true” phenomenon; to
appreciate the main argument each paper makes I always start by putting the question in
perspective. For instance, in Part 1a. I use the model of Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015)
to show how disagreement leads to under-reaction in a simple setup, but first explicitly
showing what happens without disagreement. I then turn to Bayesian persuasion taking
the example in Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) and discuss how this would apply to
a price mechanism along the lines of Benabou and Laroque (1992). Similarly, I use
the static version of Kyle, Obizhaeva, and Wang (2023) to discuss an old debate on the
origin of noise, in which the authors follow the idea of Fischer Black of modeling noise
traders as a form of “agreement to disagree” (“noise traders trade on noise as if it were
information.”) I start by presenting the debate and its main implications for Keynes’
beauty contest using Allen, Morris, and Shin (2006), which allows me to highlight how
this new way of modeling noise affects this implication. In part 1b. I use the setup of
Breon-Drish (2015) and Pálvölgyi and Venter (2015) to discuss how moving away from
typical linear equilibria in rational-expectations models may cause novel features in the
disagreement-return relation, such as “crash-boom dynamics” or effects related to the
skewness of returns. Part 2a. examines two different mechanisms of polarization of
beliefs, in the form of “Bayesian persuasion” (DeMarzo, Vayanos, and Zwiebel, 2003) or
centrifugal learning in bad times (Cujean and Hasler, 2017). Finally, part 2b. discusses
the dynamics of private information, with an application to information percolation in
centralized markets, a context in which the dynamics of disagreement are particularly
rich and which illustrates an alternative application of rational-expectations models. In
another application I will discuss how the flow of private information can be recovered
in specific empirical frameworks exploiting data at high frequency. I will take this
opportunity to illustrate how this kind of setups can be applied to new questions through
ongoing work. As an epilogue the class concludes with Banerjee (2011) who tests the
empirical importance of 1. and 2. in a dynamic context.
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Intro: How do we measure disagreement and empirical outlooks Patton and Timmermann (2010)

Daniel, Klos, and Rottke (2022)

Giacoletti, Laursen, and Singleton (2021)

1a. Agreeing to disagree in static models Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015)

Kyle et al. (2023)

+ Persuasion and manipulation Benabou and Laroque (1992)

1b. Private info in static models Breon-Drish (2015)

Pálvölgyi and Venter (2015)

2a. Polarization of beliefs DeMarzo et al. (2003)

Cujean and Hasler (2017)

2b. Dynamics of info collection Moscarini and Smith (2002)

Cujean (2020)

ongoing work

Organization of the course and teaching style

The course is structured in a traditional lecture format and based on a set of lectures
notes (slides), which consistutes the main material for the class. There will be a list of
readings, which involves all papers that will be discussed in class and which students
are expected to have read ahead of lectures.
There are no prerequisite for the class that an SFI PhD student would not meet. I
assume students have basic knowledge of economics, statistics and mathematics. For
the main tool we use in class I offer a recap. In the second part of the class I will work
in continuous time.
Regarding teaching style the format will be standard, but I will try my best to discuss
non-mainstream papers that are usually not discussed in existing classes, and which
propose an original angle on a research question.
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